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Purpose of Report / Introduction 

The purpose of this report is to outline early proposals on the feasibility of new District 
Heating Scheme (DHS) for the Muirhouse area (totalling 735 properties across 7 tower 
blocks) and related options to secure a viable procurement route which delivers maximum 
Energy Company Obligation (ECO) funds and related Scottish Government grant. 

The Muirhouse area was initially selected for consideration due to the concentration of 
towers, its assessment under the Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation (which directly links 
to funding) and the projected requirement to upgrade heating assets across the property 
base. 

Background 

In May 2012, a feasibility study was carried out by Nifes Consulting Group on behalf of the 
Service to investigate and report on options for the implementation of a DHS scheme and 
the potential to incorporate a combined heat and power (CHP) plant. The overall objective 
was to examine options to reduce operational costs, customer bills, energy consumption and 
CO2 emissions for the flats within the seven tower blocks at Muirhouse. At the time of the 
report, the future energy funding environment was under review at both national and Scottish 
levels. 

A copy of the Nifes report has been entered into the Members library for reference. 

The change in funding streams has now been confirmed and in line with ECO, Property 
Services, Local Homes Team has subsequently developed a proposal to assess whether 
such a project is financially viable and would secure the necessary external funding support 
and deliver across multiple linked council objectives (social and economical). 

Information on similar schemes across the UK has been reviewed, with funding options 
discussed with the big six energy suppliers. This led to British Gas confirming options for an 
ECO funded package, similar to recent schemes that they have developed in partnership 
with Mears Energy (a UK partnership vehicle between Mears plc and Corgi). 

Utilising the current strategic partnership relationship with Mears, information was 
subsequently sought, examining the wider feasibility to install a biomass heating system to 
feed the Muirhouse Towers and potentially, surrounding corporate and community properties 
(free of charge) via potential surplus capacity. 

A scheme of this type would require to be partially funded via capital investment; however, 
this commitment would be much reduced via linked ECO leverage tied to associated carbon 
reduction evidenced objectives. 
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In line with benefits outlined in the Nifes report, and the corresponding ECO offer now made 
by British Gas, subject to agreement, we are able to progress consideration of the various 
procurement routes available to commence energy efficiency works to the Muirhouse area. 
Within these considerations, the full scope and specification of works will be detailed e.g. 
involvement or otherwise of linked corporate assets at no cost. 

Proposals / Considerations 

The proposed project has attracted a proposed ECO value of f2.4MI funded by British Gas. 
Potential carbon savings per block per year are estimated at 356.7 tonnes meaning lifetime 
carbon savings for the whole estate of approximately 74,907 tonnes. 

In addition to carbon savings per block, a biomass fed DHS could have the potential to offer 
additional benefits to the surrounding community such as local employment to promote and 
maintain the system and the removal of heating costs to nearby non domestic buildings such 
as community centres and schools (due to envisaged excess redundancy within output from 
the DHS). 

Discussions are currently being held with Corporate Procurement to ensure that the most 
economically advantageous solution to deliver the proposed Muirhouse Project is agreed 
and progressed. It should be noted that the current ECO funding offer is time limited and it is 
therefore essential to secure an appropriate vehicle within the required timeframe. 

Potential savings which could be realised for each property are estimated to be in the region 
of E700 per annum (based on current prices) making these properties, in relation to energy 
costs, amongst the most cost effective properties to live in North Lanarkshire. In 
representative terms, this could be as high as a 69% per annum guaranteed discount (in 
comparison to current costs) over a 20 year period (the anticipated guarantee term for the 
project and all elements within) for all tenant heating costs. Clearly, this would have multiple 
linked benefits in terms of tenancy sustainment and supporting the towers as a healthy and 
low cost option location to live within. 

Linked to the above, it may also be possible to examine a linked energy brokerage 
arrangement to negotiate down the unit cost for electrical supply to all tenants (similar to 
other recent schemes across the UK), therefore reducing all supply costs other than water. 
For example, through consultation arranging for multiple tenants to switch to a new 
supplier/tariff, via a brokered arrangement, which offers an agreed % discount on unit rates 
thanks to economy of scale. 

The project would require to be in the early stages of commencement by the end of 2013114 
financial year. The options under consideration are: - 

Option 1 - Enerw Savings Trust 

The Energy Savings Trust is currently putting together a HEEPS:ABS framework of 
providers to deliver energy efficiency measures through HEEPS:ABS programmes for a 
range of local authorities. This has been advertised through Public Contracts Scotland and 
the Official Journal of the European Union (OJEU). 

Option 2 - LHC 

LHC Scotland is a local government, not-for-profit organisation which sets up and manages 
OJEU compliant procurement frameworks. The framework for energy efficiency works is 
already in place the following services can be provided; energy surveys and energy advice, 
heating upgrades, district heating connections and metering, heat pumps, biomass, 
Combined Heat and Power, InternaVExternal Insulation and replacement Windows and 
Doors. This framework offers a financial return on total spend back to the Council paid for by 
a levy on the Framework Contractors. 
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3.9 Option 3 - Existinq Joint Ventures 

The existing joint ventures in place may be able to support the energy efficiency works, one 
example being Mears Energy (who have existing frameworks with the big six energy 
suppliers) who can offer accredited installation services including insulation and renewable 
technologies. Similarly, other partnership vehicles or existing framework arrangements 
accessible to the council can also be considered subject to review. 

3.10 Option 4 - Open market 

A provider to carry out energy efficiency works may also be sought from the open market 
through a full OJEU compliant tender exercise. 

3.1 1 Option 5 - Enerav vehicle 

A report was previously presented to committee on 25 April 2013 advising of the proposals 
to prepare a business case to set up an Energy Partnership Vehicle within North Lanarkshire 
Council. However, due to external developments it is unlikely that this vehicle will be at the 
required stage of development within the associated timescale. 

3.12 At this stage the preferred options to retain flexibility whilst ensuring Best Value is achieved, 
is to seek interest from the market through a full open OJEU procurement exercise and 
concurrently, to examine options to progress through the LHC framework. Subject to 
agreement, both options will be progressed at this stage and Committee will be fully advised 
of the final selected procurement vehicle at the next meeting date. 

4 Financial / Personnel / Legal / Policy / Equalities Implications 

4.1 The projected financial implications are an estimated total capital budget cost of f 8M (less 
f2.4M ECO funding) leaving a balance of circa f5.6M over financial years 2013/14 and 
2014/15. 

4.2 It should be noted that income would also be received via the Renewable Heat Incentive 
(RHI) payments paid by the Scottish Government for the use of biomass. This is currently 
estimated at f68k revenue income per annum over the 20 year anticipated duration of the 
scheme - total value f l .36M. 

4.3 In comparison, replacement by a like for like electrical system, with no wider social, 
economical or community benefits would be in the region of f2.4M. 

4.4 However the proposed DHS equates to an energy cost saving (heating) to tenants within the 
7 Muirhouse Towers alone (using current values) of over €1 1 M across the 20 year period 
(Average €700 per annum saving x 793 properties x 20 years). In addition, the costs do not 
take account of any offset/further discount for the provision of free heating to surrounding 
facilities (via surplus capacity within the system) and the generation of local employment and 
related returns gained through the delivery of this significant capital project upon the local 
economy. 

4.5 The anticipated initial budgetary requirement of f5.6M could be funded by an HRA Capital 
contribution of f400k - 2013/14 and E5.2M - 2014/15. 

4.6 This expenditure can be contained within the current and projected HRA Capital budget. 
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5 Recommendations 

5.1 It is recommended that Committee: 

(i) 

(ii) 

Agree to progress with the proposed ECO project for the installation of a district 
heating system for the Muirhouse area. 
Note that a further report will be presented to Committee detailing the final agreed 
procurement route and technical scope of the project following agreement with 
Corporate Procurement and Design and Property Services. 

Head of Housing Services 
Elaine McHugh 

26 September 2013 

For further information on this report please contact John Apperson on telephone 01698 524788 
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